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Monte Carlo Simulation of Schottky
Diodes Operating Under Terahertz
Cyclostationary Conditions
P. Shiktorov, E. Starikov, V. Gružinskis, S. Pérez, T. González, L. Reggiani, L. Varani, and J. C. Vaissière

Abstract—We report Monte Carlo simulations of the current
response and noise spectrum in heavily doped nanometric GaAs
Schottky-barrier diodes (SBDs) operating under periodic largesignal conditions in the forward bias region. Due to the rather thin
depletion region and heavy doping of these diodes, we find that the
returning carrier resonance is shifted well above the terahertz region, so that the low-frequency noise plateau extends over the terahertz region. Here, frequency multiplication and mixing can take
place at noise levels equal or below than that of full shot noise.
We show that the signal-to-noise ratio of these SBDs is definitely
superior to that of bulk semiconductors exploiting velocity-field
nonlinearity.
Index Terms—Cyclostationary operation, frequency multiplication, Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, Schottky barrier diodes,
signal-to-noise ratio, terahertz generation.

D

UE TO THEIR strong nonlinear current–voltage (I–V)
and capacitance–voltage (C–V) characteristics, GaAs
Schottky-barrier diodes (SBDs) are widely used in modern
solid-state electronics as frequency multipliers in the subterahertz region [1]–[3] and mixers in the superterahertz region
[3]–[5]. As a consequence, the intensity of fundamental and
higher order harmonics of the current response, the intrinsic
noise, and the signal-to-noise ratio of these devices are relevant
parameters when assessing their electrical performance under
high-frequency large-signal operation. The aim of this work is
to carry out a theoretical investigation of the above parameters
in SBDs operating under periodic large-signal conditions in
the terahertz frequency region typical of modern mixers and
multipliers. For this sake, we consider the room temperature operation of a heavily doped GaAs n -metal SBD with the same
parameters of [5]: region length
m, barrier height
V, carrier concentrations n
cm and
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Fig. 1. Instantaneous total current density hj i as a function of the
instantaneous periodic voltage U (t) = U + U sin(2f t) applied to the
SBD, with U = 0:7 V, U = 0:3 V and frequencies f = 0:05, 0.5, 2 THz
(curves 1 to 3, respectively).

cm . The n region length
has been
reduced to 0.02 m in order to optimize the computation time.
The kinetic equation coupled with the Poisson equation for the
self-consistent electric field is solved by the Monte Carlo (MC)
nonparabolic spherically symmetric
method [6], [7].
conduction band model and all main scattering mechanisms
are accounted for in the MC simulations in accordance with
[8]. The degeneracy effect is included by determining the
final state after scattering with the rejection procedure of
[9]. We are interested in large-signal operation near flat-band
conditions, where Schottky diodes typically work. In this
regime tunneling current plays a negligible role as compared
to thermionic and displacement currents, and thus it is omitted.
The self-consistent electric field is updated every 0.2 fs,
with a total simulated history duration of about 3–10 ns and
–
particles. To compare the regular current response with the intrinsic noise level of the SBD under the same
bias conditions, we implement a procedure recently developed
for bulk semiconductors [10], [11]. Both the total current
and the spectral density of current fluctuations
are
normalized to the cross-sectional area of the simulated SBD
and
, thus becoming
as
quantities independent of [7]
,
Fig. 1 reports the instantaneous total current density,
flowing through the SBD as a function of instantaneous values
during a peof the applied voltage
riod of
oscillations for frequencies
, 0.5, 2 THz
denote aver(curves 1 to 3, respectively). Here brackets
aging over a large number of successive periods simulated by
V and
V are taken
MC calculations. Values
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Fig. 2. Square amplitudes of the first five harmonics of the total current density
as function of the harmonic order number m calculated for the same conditions
of Fig. 1 at frequencies f = 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, and 2 THz (symbols 1 to 5,
respectively).

to exploit in the most effective way the nonlinear region of the
I–V and C–V characteristics associated with the transition from
barrier-limited to flatband conditions. This region corresponds
to applied voltages comparable with the barrier height . As
follows from Fig. 1, the inertia of the current response is absent
THz. Here the
diagram follows pracup to
THz, the instantatically the static I–V relation. At
characteristic begins to differ significantly from
neous
that of the static case. The hysteresis-like behavior of
is accompanied by a rapid increase with of the amplitude of
both the fundamental and the higher order harmonics, what is
typical for the strong C–V nonlinearity of varactor type [3]. This
is illustrated by Fig. 2, which shows the squared amplitudes of
the first five generated harmonics. For the SBD under test, the
C–V nonlinearity dominates over the I–V nonlinearity in the frequency range 0.2–5 THz. At a further increase of , the C–V
nonlinearity becomes ineffective, since when approaching the
returning carrier resonance [6] the displacement of the depletion region boundary no longer follows the instantaneous value
(see also Fig. 4).
of the applied voltage
Under cyclostationary conditions, the current fluctuations
are described by the mean spectral
, averaged over the period of oscillations.
density,
These spectral densities, calculated by using the correlation
functions of current fluctuations [10], [11], are reported in
V,
THz and increasing
Fig. 3 at fixed values
0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, and 0.35 V (curves 1 to
values of
5, respectively). Here (and at lower frequencies ) the noise
spectra of the SBD are found to exhibit the same features
that these devices exhibit when operating under static voltage
conditions [6]. Indeed, there always exists a low-frequency
plateau, which is analogous to that of shot noise in the static
case. However, in this case the plateau value strongly increases
with . Then, the spectra exhibit two peaks before decaying
at the highest frequencies. The first peak around 10 THz is
related to the so called returning carriers, electrons that after
reflection from the barrier return to the emitting region. The
second peak around 20 THz is associated with the spontaneous
homojunctions [7].
plasma oscillations and is typical of n
Fig. 4 reports the low-frequency noise and the mean current
and , respectively, as functions of the fredensity,
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Fig. 3. Mean spectral density of current fluctuations calculated by the MC
method for the n n SBD of Fig. 1 at U = 0:7 V, f = 2 THz and U = 0.15,
0.2, 0.25, 0.3, and 0.35 V (curves 1 to 5, respectively).

Fig. 4. Mean current density and low-frequency spectral density of current
fluctuations as functions of the applied voltage frequency (curves 1 and 2,
respectively). U = 0:7 V, U = 0:25 V. For comparison curve 3 shows the
current noise spectrum under the static operation.

quency of the applied voltage. For comparison, curve 3 shows
calculated at
, i.e., under
the noise spectrum
static operation. As follows from Fig. 4,
and are practically independent of up to values of comparable with the
returning carrier frequency [12] where both quantities exhibit a
resonant enhancement.
, the increase of the low-frequency
For a fixed value of
is expected to follow that of the average current
noise with
-law. To confirm this expectation,
in accordance with the
, calculated at different frethe low-frequency value
quencies and amplitudes
, is reported in Fig. 5 as funcV. Here, at
tion of the mean current density for
V the full shot-noise law is confirmed for all freV, results show a suppression of the
quencies. At
low-frequency noise with respect to the full shot-noise law. The
effect is more pronounced the greater . Such a behavior is
caused by the transition from barrier-limited transport (exponential part of static I–V relation) to flatband conditions (linear
and saturation regions of the I–V relation), which occurs when
becomes
the maximum value of the applied voltage
greater than the barrier height [6]. As follows from Figs. 4
and 5, the shot-noise suppression starts depending on frequency
THz, i.e., near the returning carrier resonance. With
at
a further increase of , the shot-noise suppression is found to
law. This is caused
sharply disappear, thus recovering the
mainly by the reduction of the influence of the ac voltage com-
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Fig. 5. Low-field spectral density of current fluctuations as function of the
mean current density calculated at different frequencies f = 0.1, 2, 5 and
10 THz (curves 1 to 4) for U = 0:7 V and increasing values of U = 0.2,
0.25, 0.3, 0.35 and 0.4 V (points from left to right at each frequency).

ponent on the carrier motion in the depletion region. Accordingly, the mean current also sharply decreases.
The results seen above for the generated harmonics and the
intrinsic noise of the SBD are obtained by treating separately the
regular and the noise component of the current response to the
applied voltage. An alternative approach [10], [11], which does
not imply such a separation and calculates the spectral densities
through the direct finite Fourier transform of the fluctuating cur, has proven the complete additivity of the regular and
rent
in determining the spectral density of
noise components of
current response of SBD
(1)
where
and
are respectively the frequency
of the
and amplitude of the -th harmonic
to the voltage applied at frequency
total current response
,
is the SBD cross-sectional area,
is the Kroneker
delta symbol, and is the time interval used to perform the
finite Fourier transform, which is usually taken as a large
integer number of the applied signal period [10], [11]. Such a
allows one [10], [11] to express the
representation of
signal-to-noise ratio in terms of the threshold bandwidth
(2)
in which the net intensity of the current noise is set equal to
the intensity of the -th current harmonic, and thus harmonic
extraction from the noise level becomes impossible. From (1)
one can also obtain a somewhat different representation of the
noise-to-signal ratio as
(3)
which gives the ratio between the noise power and the power
of the generated -th harmonic assuming that the bandwidth
used for harmonic extraction takes the maximum possible value
. As follows from (2) and (3), a decrease of the cross-

sectional area deteriorates the conditions of harmonic extraction
from the noise level.
By using the harmonic and noise intensities calculated here
(see Figs. 2 and 3, respectively) and the value
m from the experiments of [5], the threshold bandwidth
for the second and third harmonic extraction in the subterahertz
THz with of about
–
.
region is of about 5–10
When comparing these values with analog results obtained in
bulk materials [10], [11], we conclude that heavily doped GaAs
SBDs exhibit conditions for frequency mixing and harmonics
extraction which are much better than those of bulk materials.
In conclusion, we have carried out Monte Carlo simulations
of heavily doped nanometric SBD operating under cyclostationary conditions. We have found that i) the main mechanism
responsible for the nonlinearity of the current response in the
frequency range 0.2–5 THz is the varactor capacitance of the
SBD; ii) under barrier-limited transport (when the maximum ap), the intrinsic noise is the full shot
plied voltage
law; iii) at
noise described by the universal
the intrinsic noise is increasingly suppressed from the full shot
noise value at increasing values of the mean current density
flowing through the device.
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